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Totality: Eclipses of the SunOxford University Press, 2008
A total eclipse of the Sun is the most awesome sight in the heavens. Totality takes you to eclipses of the past, present, and future, and lets you see--and feel--why people travel to the ends of the Earth to observe them.
      

An absolutely indispensable resource for anyone who plans to observe an eclipse, and a must read for all...
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Server Architectures: Multiprocessors, Clusters, Parallel Systems, Web Servers, Storage SolutionsDigital Press, 2004
I believe it was the 1992 season while doing a Saturday College Football ESPN scoreboard show when Tim Brando decided to nickname me the “Pony. ” Brando ’ s one of the more talented announcers I ’ ve ever worked with. He ’ s full of bull most of the time, but he loves college football — and that passion comes...
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The Farthest Edge (The Honey Series)St Martin Press, 2017

	Step into the Honey Club, where every sensual boundary will be tested in search of the ultimate pleasure…

	Branch doesn’t exist. Living off the grid, he’s looking for a way to forget his past and the guilt that plagues him. But no woman has ever been able to bring him to the edge he craves.

	After a...
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Social Entrepreneurship and Social Business: An Introduction and Discussion with Case StudiesGabler, 2012

	Social entrepreneurship has become a relevant topic in business, society and politics. Public

	attention has also been aroused through the increasing presence of social entrepreneurs in

	the media and numerous popular science publications. Here we may mention David Bornstein

	´s book “How to Change the World: Social...
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Audio Signal Processing for Next-Generation Multimedia Communication SystemsSpringer, 2004
This book has its origins in the Multimedia Communications Research Center at Bell Laboratories. It will likely be the last thing coming from this Center, since it no longer exists. This book reflects our vision on next-generation multimedia communication systems, shared by many researchers who worked with us at a time in the last several years in...
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Beginning ASP.NET 3.5 in VB 2008: From Novice to Professional, Second Edition (Beginning from Novice to Professional)Apress, 2007
Matthew MacDonald is an author, educator, and MCSD developer who has a passion for emerging technologies. He is a regular writer for developer journals such as Inside Visual Basic, ASPToday, and Hardcore Visual Studio .NET, and he's the author of several books about programming with .NET, including User Interfaces in VB .NET: Windows Forms and...
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Unity Game Development EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2009
Game engines are central to the video games we know and love. From the artwork to the mathematics that underpin the frames onscreen, the engine calls the shots. Aside from offering one of the leading 3D game engines, Unity also provides a superlative development tool - a tool that can produce professional standard games for Mac, PC, and the Unity...
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Olaf's Kitchen: A Master Chef Shares His PassionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008

	"Whether he's cooking for the British Royal family or whipping up a casual dinner,it's the same every time: exquisite meals, stunningly presented." - Josh Sleeman


	"Chef Olaf is a bright light in the world of food - a culinary commando dedicated to the pursuit of excellence." - Anna...
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Hardening Network InfrastructureMcGraw-Hill, 2004
Bulletproof your system before you are hacked! From the publisher of the  international best-seller, Hacking Exposed, here is a brilliant new  offering written with a passion for security that will help you make the  necessary upgrades and take the essential steps to secure your network  infrastructure. The concise and consistent approach...
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Building Self-confidence for DummiesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Includes advice on making a great first impression
Be more confident in all walks of life  

We could all use a little more confidence in our lives. With a push in the right direction, you can discover how to carry yourself confidently at work, at home, and even in relationships. This friendly guide shows you what confidence is and where...
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How to Grow as a Photographer: Reinventing Your CareerAllworth Press, 2006

	Are you bored producing the same old work, but do it because it’s safe? Are corporate politics, outsourcing, or the digital revolution too much for you to handle? Has a personal tragedy caused you to reevaluate your career path?  If you answered yes to any of these questions, look no further than this inspirational guide.
...
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Pro Tools All-in-One For DummiesFor Dummies, 2012

	A professional musician guides serious hobbyists through Pro Tool


	Pro Tools puts professional recording and music production software in the hands of anyone with the appropriate hardware and the knowledge to use it. Musician and recording engineer Jeff Strong guides you through the latest version of this complex program,...
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